SOCCER

BOXING / MMA

Soccer matches offer many of the same wagers as other traditional sports with
the most popular being the money line and total for the game. One notable
exception however is that some soccer wagers offer a three-way bet that
includes the option of betting on a “draw” or tie in the specific game.

Like other sports, it is the money line that’s used to display the odds of
winning in boxing and MMA contests. The money lines are based off $100
base wagers on either side with the favorite usually showing a minus (“-“) in
front of their price and the underdog a plus (‘+’).

EXAMPLE:

EXAMPLE:
Team

Money Line

September 21

Liverpool

-715

11:30 AM

Draw
Newcastle

+705

Total

3.5

Team

Money Line

O +108

September 21

O. Wallin

+1000

U -132

11:30 PM

T. Fury

-2500

+1900

In the above example, Liverpool is a significant favorite over Newcastle. It
would take a bet of $715 on Liverpool to result in a $100 profit should they
win the game outright. Newcastle, as a the underdog would see a bettor
profit $1,900 on a $100 wager on Newcastle to win outright should the result
hit. However, the option also exists for the better to bet on the match ending
in a draw, or tie. Should the bettor wager $100 on the match ending in a tie
and they are correct, a $705 profit would be returned to them. If a bettor
wagers on either team and the result is a draw, the wager is lost.

In this example, Fury is a prohibitive favorite over Wallin with bettors having
to wager $2,500 to win $100 on Fury winning the fight outright. Wallin, the
underdog would lead bettors wagering $100 to a $1,000 profit should he
upset Fury and win the fight.

